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Abstract
The alkali-silica reaction (ASR) causes expansion that lead to severe concrete degradation. The
structure of the ASR products remains largely unclear, due to the limitation of laboratory
probes in micro-chemical-crystallographic study. We hereby performed synchrotron-radiationbased X-ray absorption spectroscopy and diffraction investigations to both ASR product
samples collected from the field, and reference samples with known structure. Our results

suggest that the field ASR crystals from distinct sources are nearly identical. They share a
layer-silicate structure similar to the mineral shlykovite, whereas the stacking of the layers in
field ASR crystals are altered in several ways, such as the variable basal spacing and significant
glide of adjacent layers along the b-axis. We also demonstrate that the amorphous ASR product
highly resembles C-S-H. Our study adds new insights to the atomistic structure of ASR
products.

Keywords: Alkali-Silica Reaction, micro X-ray Absorption Spectra, X-ray Diffraction, Crystal
Structure, Shlykovite.

1. Introduction
Alkali-silica reaction (ASR) is one of the most detrimental physiochemical processes in
concrete that shortens the service life of the infrastructure [1]. This ubiquitous reaction occurs
between the reactive siliceous aggregate components and alkaline concrete pore solution that
is rich in K and Na ions, together with Ca but in significantly lower concentration. The reaction
products have been suggested to uptake water and expand, thus generate internal expansion
stress and cracks [1-3]. Historically the ASR product has been described as an amorphous
material that is able to flow like a gel, and to swell in the presence of moisture. In the recent
few decades, vast microstructural evidences have demonstrated the existence of rather
crystalline ASR products with a rosette-like morphology, filling the cracks of the reacted
aggregates and/or pore space [4-7]. This immediately challenges the ‘gel osmosis expansion’
hypothesis, since the source of expansion (cracks inside the aggregate) are populated with
crystalline products, rather than amorphous ones.
To further understand the role of crystalline ASR products in the degradation process, their
crystal structures need to be resolved. The earlier attempts to decipher the atomistic structure

of the crystalline ASR products can be classified into two sets of approaches. The first type is
to directly investigate the ASR products from affected concrete infrastructure (hereafter
denoted as field samples) [4-11]. XRD and SEM-EDX evidences have suggested that the
crystalline ASR products may have similar structure as okenite (CaSi2O5·2H2O) [8],
mountainite (KNa2Ca2[Si8O19(OH)]·6H2O) [5], rhodesite (KHCa2[Si8O19]·5H2O) [5], and the
solid solution between mountainite, shlykovite (KCa[Si4O9(OH)]·3H2O) and fedorite
((K,Na)2.5(Ca,Na)7[Si16O38(OH,F)2]·3.5H2O) [9]. Such studies are often limited by the
incomplete isolation of aggregate minerals from pure ASR products, and the uncontrolled
alternation of ASR products when exposed to ambient atmosphere. Recent micron-resolved
crystal-chemistry studies have significantly improved our knowledge on ASR products [10,
11]. Micro-Raman spectroscopic data suggest that the chemical environment of silica
tetrahedral are fairly comparable among ASR crystals from different affected infrastructures
and from a concrete subjected to the Norwegian 38 °C prism test [10]. Recently, Rietveld
refinement was conducted using synchrotron micro-XRD data of the same field samples [11].
A satisfactory structural refinement was obtained when starting from a mountainite structure –
a typical phyllosilicate structure where the main layer is composed of Ca and K that are chargebalanced by silicate sheets on both sides [12] (Figure 1a). The interlayer of mountainite is filled
with H2O and Na. The refinement of field ASR crystals resulted in a rather inter-connected
layer-silicate structure in order to explain the strong basal peak at d ~ 9 Å.
The second type of approaches is to investigate the products from a lab-simulated hydrothermal
system (hereafter denoted as lab samples) [13-18]. However, most lab-synthesis approaches
were hardly helpful for crystal structure refinement of ASR products, since these samples were
dominated by C-S-H and/or amorphous silica together with some traces of amorphous ASR
products [13-17]. In a recent lab-synthesis approach [18], crystalline products were synthesized
at 80°C and characterized to be an analog of shlykovite. These synthesized samples are closely

related to the field ASR crystals according to their highly comparable XRD and micro-Raman
results. As a member of the mountainite family, shlykovite has a similar silicate sheet whereas
the K atoms resident in the 8-unit silicate ring instead of in the middle of the main layer as in
mountainite [19] (Figure 1b). Protons and/or K exist also in the interlayer to balance the
negative charge of silicate sheets.

Figure 1. Illustrative crystal structures of (a) mountainite, (b) shlykovite, (c) cryptophyllite and
(d) rhodesite. Spheres with partial white color indicate partial occupancy.

Two other minerals, i.e. cryptophyllite [19, 20] and rhodesite [21], are also structurally similar
to mountainite and shlykovite. As shown in Figure 1c, cryptophyllite and shlykovite have
identical main layer structures, yet the interlayer region of cryptophyllite is enriched in K+ as
charge-balancing cation, which results in a higher content of interlayer water and thus a larger
basal spacing. Rhodesite (Figure 1d) has a similar layer silicate structure as the other three
minerals, whereas its interlayer is much thinner due to SiO4 tetrahedra crosslinking. The K and
Na in rhodesite are located in the interlayer and the main layer, respectively. In general, the
reported mountainite family minerals have a similar main layer structures, yet they are different
in the location and content of charge-balancing K and Na, and the amount of interlayer water.
One significant difference between the previously proposed structure, e.g. kanemite, and the
mountainite family is the absence/presence of Ca. The kanemite structure is formed via
alternative stacking of silicate tetrahedral sheet and the Na(K)-water polyhedral sheet. No Ca

is present in kanemite, which agrees with the chemical composition of the Ca-free gel found
often on the surface of affected infrastructures. However, the crystalline ASR product inside
the aggregate and the featureless product in the cement paste clearly contain Ca [10], in better
agreement with the mountainite family.
The above evidences have pointed to the possibility of solving the field ASR crystal structure
using the structural features of the mountainite mineral family. To validate such similarity for
a broader category of ASR field samples, and to solve their crystal structures, this study
integrates X-ray micro-spectroscopic and diffraction investigations on several ASR field
samples, their natural analogues (i.e. mountainite and shlykovite) and lab-synthesized ASR
samples. Chemical environments of Na, K and Ca in these samples were studied by comparing
the ‘fingerprint’ features on the X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) of their Kedge spectra. The information was used to modify the shlykovite structure, which was then
used as input for a further Rietveld refinement of the XRD data of the crystalline field ASR
products.

2. Methodology
2.1 Materials
Four ASR samples collected in the field were prepared for the micro-XAS study. ‘Mels1’ is
from the abutment of a 50-year-old bridge in Mels, Switzerland. ‘ES1’ and ‘ES2’ are from
laboratory produced concrete cubes exposed for 14 years to natural conditions in Valencia
(Spain) and Milan (Italy), respectively [22]. ‘N1’ was obtained from a concrete subjected to
Norwegian 38 °C prism test for two years with an expansion of 0.22% (details available in
[10]). The concrete samples were stored in sealed plastic to preserve their initial moisture
content before further analysis. Each of the above four samples were dried for three days at

50 °C, impregnated with epoxy and polished for the micro-XAS characterization. After the
micro-XAS analysis, they were carbon-coated for further SEM-EDX investigations.
Three powder samples of field ASR crystals, denoted as Mels_pore, ES1_agg and ES1_pore,
were carefully extracted from the field samples. Mels_pore is extracted from a pore near an
aggregate surface, whose source is the same as Mels1. ES1_agg and ES1_pore are extracted
crystals from inside an aggregate and from a pore, respectively, from the source of ES1. The
extracted powders were sealed in plastic vials immediately after extraction. No intended control
of the relative humidity was made, so that the basal spacing of the crystalline field ASR
products is studied in natural condition.
The mineral shlykovite was collected from the Rasyumchorr apatite mine in the Khibiny
alkaline pluton, Kola Peninsula, Russia, as reported in [20]. The mountainite is also natural. It
was collected in the Yubileinaya pegmatite in the Lovozero alkaline pluton, Kola Peninsula,
Russia, as described in [14].
In our recent work [18], lab ASR samples were synthesized by mixing SiO2, CaO and
(Na/K)OH in a molar ratio of 1:0.25:0.5 and at a water-to-solid ratio of 5-10. Obtained solids
were filtered and dried after 80 days of reaction at 80 ℃. Two of these samples, namely SKC
and SNC, were hereby studied as reference phases, since their crystal structure highly
resembles that of shlykovite. Another phase synthesized at similar condition was identified as
nano-crystalline calcium silicate hydrates (C-S-H), yet it has obviously taken up K as shown
later in the results. This sample, hereafter denoted as K_CSH, is also studied as a reference
phase. Details of all samples are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. General information about the samples. The composition of field samples are the
average of >30 measurement-points, with a relative uncertainty of ~10%. The Al content is
below 0.4% and thus ignored in the composition formula for simplicity. The water content of
field samples is undetermined and thus represented by an unknown m.

Sample

Source

Composition

Characterization
techniques

Mountainite

Natural

Na0.25K0.125Ca0.25SiO2.375(OH)0.125·0.75 H2O

XAS

Shlykovite

Natural

K0.25Ca0.25SiO2.25(OH)0.25·0.75 H2O

XAS

SKC

Lab synthetic
(shlykovite-like)

K0.25Ca0.25SiO2.38·0.88 H2O [23]

XAS, XRD

SNC

Lab synthetic
(shlykovite-like)

Na0.25Ca0.25SiO2.38·0.95 H2O [23]

XAS, XRD

K_CSH

Lab synthetic
(C-S-H-like)

K0.17Ca0.30SiO2.385·mH2O [24]

XAS

Mels1

Core taken from
a Swiss Bridge

ES1

Core taken from
a concrete cube,
Valencia

ES2

N1

Core taken from
a concrete cube,
Milan
Norwegian
38 °C prism test

Crystalline

Na0.07K0.16Ca0.22SiO2.335·mH2O

XAS, XRD,
SEM-EDX

Crystalline

Na0.11K0.2Ca0.24SiO2.395·mH2O

XAS, XRD,
SEM-EDX

Amorphous

Na0.09K0.15Ca0.61SiO2.73·mH2O

XAS,
SEM-EDX

Crystalline

Na0.08K0.19Ca0.24SiO2.375·mH2O

Amorphous

Na0.14K0.16Ca0.31SiO2.46·mH2O

Crystalline

Na0.08K0.18Ca0.22SiO2.35·mH2O

Amorphous

Na0.07K0.15Ca0.39SiO2.4·mH2O

XAS,
SEM-EDX
XAS,
SEM-EDX

2.2 SEM-EDX
The SEM-EDX study was conducted with a FEI Quanta 650 using an acceleration voltage of
12 kV, a spot size of 4.5, a beam current of ~120 μA and pressure of 4.0-5.0 × 10-6 Torr.
Chemical analysis was performed by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) with a
Thermo Noran Ultra Dry 60 mm2 detector and Pathfinder X-Ray Microanalysis Software. 1030 EDX point measurements were collected on locations corresponding to the ones were
XANES measurement were conducted. The values of ASR products of identical morphology
were averaged and are shown in Table 1.

2.3 Micro X-ray absorption spectroscopy
The micro-XAS experiments were conducted at the PHOENIX beamline of the Swiss Light
Source (SLS). The PHOENIX beamline is an undulator based beamline, operating in the energy
range from 0.3-8 keV, with options of unfocused (1.5 by 1.5 mm) or focused beam (ca. 3 by 3
m). Monochromatic light is generated by a double crystal monochromator (Si 111). Powder
samples (mountainite, shlykovite, SKC, SNC and K_CSH) were spread on conducting carbon
adhesive tapes, and then attached to a copper plate together with the polished field samples.
The plate was mounted on a sample stage in a vacuumed chamber (~10-5 mbar). The X-ray
fluorescence signal was recorded using a 4-element energy dispersive silicon drift detector
(SDD) manufactured by Vortex. Two-dimensional element mappings were obtained for field
samples by scanning the sample through the microfocussed beam with the incident beam
energy fixed at 4050 eV (slightly beyond Ca K-edge). The element mappings were compared
with SEM images to identity the crystalline and amorphous product regions.
When points of interest (POI) were located, the incident beam energy was scanned to obtain
the absorption spectra from 3980 to 4200 eV for Ca K-edge, from 3520 to 3750 eV for K Kedge, and from 1000 to 1200 eV for Na K-edge. Detailed energy scanning parameters are
available in Appendix Table 1. The XANES spectra were normalized and processed using the
Athena package [25].

2.4 X-ray powder diffraction
Powder XRD was conducted at beamline P02.2 at the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
(DESY). To probe the extracted field ASR crystals of very limited quantity, the samples were
packed into a cylindrical chamber of ~150 µm in diameter and ~70 µm in depth, and exposed
to an incident beam focused to 8 µm × 3 µm. The beam energy was 25450 eV, corresponding
to a wavelength of 0.4872 Å. A PE-XRD1621 image plate was used to collect the diffraction

data, which was converted to normal diffractogram using the Dioptas package [26]. The CeO2
standard was measured to calibrate the center of the beam on the detector and the sample-todetector distance.
The MAUD package [27] was used for crystal structure analysis, where the instrument
broadening parameters were determined by refining the XRD of CeO2 standard. The reported
shlykovite structure is the starting model for analyzing the XRD of ASR-related samples. The
lattice parameters and the occupancies of certain atoms were refined. As shown later, the
refinement follows a step-by-step manner, with one certain crystal-chemical feature being
considered in each refinement step. The anisotropic crystallite size was also refined using a
line broadening model implemented in MAUD named “anisotropic – no rules” [27]. The
background was modelled by refining a 5th order polynomial.

3. Results
3.1 Micro-XAS
Concrete affected by ASR reaction possesses characteristic network of cracks and veins from
several µm to about 100 µm in width (Figure 2). Within the boundary of aggregates, the cracks
are typically filled with crystalline products of platy morphology, whose thickness is 50-200
nm. When the cracks approach the surface of the aggregates and run into the cementitious
matrix, the morphology of the products become featureless and gel-like. Such a micromorphology is characteristic to the four samples from the field despite their distinct sources.
The average chemical composition of the crystalline and the amorphous regions are measured
and listed in Table 1. The crystalline regions of the four field samples share similar chemical
composition in terms of (Na+K)/Si (0.23~0.27) and Ca/Si (0.22~0.24). The chemical
composition of amorphous regions is more variable for the samples from different locations,
yet in general the Ca/Si (0.3~0.6) is clearly higher than that in crystalline regions. Meanwhile,

the (Na+K)/Si in amorphous regions are similar to that in crystalline regions. Similar results
were reported in literature [28], as shown in Figure 2f.
Owing to the distinct K content in the ASR product and the surrounding materials (aggregate
and cementitious paste), the element distribution mapping of K was used to track the microscale
morphology of the samples during the micro-XAS study. As shown in the example of ES2
(Figure 2a and 2b), the locations of the ASR product in the vein can be determined based on
the µ-XRF mapping to the accuracy of ~15 µm, which is half the pixel size of the element
mapping image.

Figure 2. Micro-morphology of crystalline and amorphous products observed in the field
samples: (a) an optical and an SEM-magnified image of ES2; (b) XRF mapping of K in (a),
with counts/pixel as the intensity; SEM images of (c) Mels1, (d) ES1 and (e) N1. Point of
interests labelled with triangles were measured by micro-XAS. (f) The (Na+K)/Si as a function
of Ca/Si for crystalline (filled spheres) and amorphous regions (open spheres) for this study

and from published work [28]. Each data point is the averaged value of 20-30 measurements,
except for the dark grey spheres where ~100 measurements were averaged.

The comparative study of XANES is based on the fact that similar XANES spectra often
indicate similar chemical environment, since a XANES spectrum contains abundant features
that often alter due to a change of neighboring atoms or their coordination geometry [29]. This
has been extensively demonstrated for cementitious systems [30-34]. Here, eight points of
interests (POIs) were selected for XANES measurements along the veins of ASR products in
ES1, ES2 and N1, in a way that the measured spots move from crystalline region to amorphous
region, as shown in Figure 2. Only two POIs were selected for the crystalline region in Mels1
due to the difficulty of finding a nearby amorphous region in the studied area. Using the
element mapping, it is relatively easy to place a measurement spot on the crystalline product
in all four field samples. However, spots of amorphous regions are reliably determined only in
sample N1 without an intermix with crystalline phases, whereas in ES1 and ES2 the spots in
amorphous regions may include crystalline phases (Figure 2). This will later be demonstrated
by the XANES data. For comparing purpose, reference spectra were also measured for
shlykovite, mountainite, SKC and K-CSH.

Ca K-edge
The Ca K-edge XANES spectra of the field samples are shown in Figure 3a. The spectra have
abundant absorption features at both the full multiple scattering (FMS) range (4030 – 4065 eV)
and the intermediate multiple scattering (IMS) range (4065 – 4120 eV). The features at the
FMS range arise from the characteristic absorption of the center atom to excite its inner shell
electrons to the outer shell orbits, and also from the multiple scattering of electromagnetic
waves with the surrounding atoms. Therefore it is strongly affected by the type, number and
orientation of the ligands surrounding the center atom (here Ca atom) [35]. The features at the

IMS range arise mainly from multiple scattering but are less dependent on the neighboring
atom shell compared with the features in the FMS range.
It is impractical to label each collected spectrum individually. Instead, the spectra are grouped
into three subsets according to the morphology of the measured regions and the
similarity/difference in the peak profile. It is readily noted that all the spectra from the
crystalline regions are highly comparable, including the Mels1_pt1&2, ES1_pt1-5, pt7,
ES2_pt1-5, and N1_pt1-3. Similarly, the spectra from amorphous regions are nearly identical,
including ES2_pt7 and N1_pt5-8. There are measured spots whose crystallinity is not easily
determined from the SEM images (Figure 2). Their spectra exhibit features that are observed
for both the crystalline and amorphous regions. They are thus considered transition regions that
may contain products of both morphologies. Examples include including ES1_pt6&8,
ES2_pt6&8 and N1_pt4.
In general, the spectra of both crystalline and amorphous products contain multiple peaks. The
major peak (peak C) position of the crystalline products is ~1 eV lower than that of the
amorphous products, whereas the minor peak (peak H) position of crystalline product is ~ 1 eV
higher. A shift of ~0.5 eV is also observed for the position of peak E and G, between spectra
from the crystalline and amorphous regions. In addition, the spectra from the crystalline regions
have two extra peaks (C’ and D), which are not observed in the spectra of amorphous phases.
The intensity of peak C’ and D also varies from location to location in the field samples. For
example peak C’ is more resolvable in ES2_pt3 and Mels1_pt1, but less renowned in ES1_pt1
and N1_pt2. Apart from that, the positions of the pre-edge peak (peak A) and absorption edge
(peak B) are comparable for peaks from both regions. Peak F is due to a multi-electron
excitation [36], whose intensity and position are comparable among different regions.

Figure 3. Normalized XANES spectra at the Ca K-edge: (a) data for the field samples in
crystalline and amorphous regions, and the transitional regions between them; (b)
comparisons between the field samples and the reference phases. Data of crystalline, and
amorphous regions in the field samples are grouped accordingly. Arbitrary vertical lifts are
applied for viewing convenience. Vertical dashed lines are view-guides of peaks whose
positions and intensities vary among samples. The spectrum of CSH* is obtained from
literature [37].

In Figure 3b, selected spectra from crystalline (Mels1_pt1, ES1_pt1, ES2_pt3 and N1_pt2) and
amorphous regions (ES2_pt7, N1_pt5&6) are plotted together with the spectra of reference
phases. The spectra of the crystalline regions highly resemble the spectra of shlykovite and
SKC, with only minor difference that the peak D position in shlykovite and SKC shifts
rightward by ~0.7 eV. The peak C’ in shlykovite and SKC spectra are less renowned and
resemble more the spectra of ES1_pt1 and N1_pt2, instead of the spectra of Mels1_pt1 and
ES2_pt3. Nonetheless, peak C’ clearly present in shlykovite and SKC spectra, judging from
the asymmetry of their peak C. Notably, the mountainite spectrum is dissimilar to the spectra
of crystalline regions in several aspects. For example, the main peak C and the minor peaks D,

G and H all shift to the right-hand-side by 1.3-3.0 eV. The peak C’ and E are also not clearly
observed in mountainite spectrum. This indicates that the chemical environment of Ca in
crystalline field ASR products are highly comparable to that in shlykovite, and different from
that of mountainite.
The spectra of amorphous field ASR products are distinct from those of the crystalline products,
yet they are highly similar to the spectra of both K_C-S-H, and the published spectrum of an
amorphous C-S-H (CSH* in Figure 3b) [37] (Figure 3b). In addition, although not plotted here,
the Ca K-edge XANES spectrum of 11 Å tobermorite also resembles the spectra of the
amorphous ASR product [38]. This suggests that the chemical environment of Ca in amorphous
field ASR products is highly comparable to that in C-S-H and tobermorite, which is represented
by two layers of CaO7 polyhedrons with parallel set of silicate dreierketten chains on either
sides.
The pre-edge peak A is due to the 1s → 3d transition, which is a dipole forbidden transition
and thus has very low intensity in Ca K-edge XANES spectra. For octahedral coordinated Ca2+,
its 3d sub-orbitals split into a higher (𝑑𝑧 2 , 𝑑𝑥 2−𝑦2 ) and a lower energy level (𝑑𝑥𝑦 , 𝑑𝑥𝑧 , 𝑑𝑦𝑧 ),
leading to a split of the peak A [39]. This split is much more pronounced for the 2p → 3d
transition peak at Ca L3,2-edge [40]. When the coordination number increases to 7 and/or 8, the
peak A usually becomes several times more intensive due to the loss of octahedral symmetry
and the 1s → 3d transition becomes less unfavorable. The split of peak A is also less clear since
the energy levels of 3d sub-orbitals become more continuously mixed [39]. As shown in Figure
3b, the peak A for crystalline regions in field samples exhibit a clear splitting feature related to
octahedral symmetry. This is consistent with the first-shell coordination of Ca in shlykovite
and mountainite. Interestingly, the measured peak A of shlykovite is clearly more intensive
than the one measured in the field samples, which may suggest a certain degree of disorder in
the natural shlykovite sample. As for the amorphous regions, peak A is clearly more intense

and possesses slight split, resembling that of CSH*. This suggests that Ca in amorphous regions
is coordinated by more than six oxygen atoms, i.e. similar to the intralayer Ca in the tobermorite
structure [41].

K K-edge
Similar to the Ca K-edge, the K K-edge spectra of micro regions in the field samples are
grouped according to the features of their spectra and the morphology of the measured regions
(Figure 4a). In general, two major absorption peaks (peak B and C) are observed at the FMS
energy range (3605 – 3620 eV), together with a shoulder (peak A) on the rising part of the
spectra. No pre-edge peak is observed on the K K-edge spectra. Several broad peaks are
observed at the IMS energy range (3620 – 3660 eV). The spectra of the crystalline and the
amorphous regions are distinguished in two ways. First, the peak B for the crystalline regions
are clearly less intensive than peak C. However, in the spectra of amorphous regions the peak
B are nearly as intensive as peak C. Second, a minor peak D is observed for the crystalline
regions, although its intensity varies from location to location in the field samples. It clearly
does not exist in the spectra of the amorphous regions. Apart from these differences, the spectra
of both amorphous and crystalline regions are similar in terms of peak positions.

Figure 4. Normalized XANES spectra at the K K-edge: (a) data for the field samples in
crystalline and amorphous regions, and the transitional regions between them; (b)
comparisons between the field samples and the reference phases. (c) The intensity ratio
between peak B and C as a function of the K-O coordination number. Data points of leucite
[42], K2SiO3 [42], orthoclase [43], microcline [44], phlogopite [44] and illite [43] are
calculated from the literature. Peak intensity ratios for certain phases are shown in horizontal
dash lines when their crystal structures (and K-O coordination number) are not available. The
error of the intensity ratio is 0.03 and 0.01 for crystalline ASR (ASR_crst) and amorphous
ASR (ASR_amphs) domains, respectively. The grey band is an eye-guide of the trend.

A comparison between the field samples and the reference samples at K K-edge is shown in
Figure 4b. In the FMS energy range, the spectra of shlykovite and SKC are very similar.
However, they both seem to be different from the spectra of crystalline regions in field samples,
as their peak C seems to split to a doublet peak. The spectra of mountainite resemble the spectra
of crystalline regions in terms of both peak positions and intensities. The relatively large
intensity of peak B for the amorphous region does not resemble the feature in the spectra of
mountainite and shlykovite. However, it seems to match the spectra of K_CSH. Note that such
similarity is also suggested by the Ca K-edge spectra. In the IMS energy range, the position

and intensity of peak E and F are consistent among all studied samples. Compared with the
crystalline ASR product, the peak D is shifted and broadened in mountainite. This peak seems
to split into two peaks (D1 and D2) in shlykovite and SKC. Peak D is not resolved in both
amorphous ASR product and K_CSH.
The K K-edge XANES of potassium-bearing silicate minerals have not been as extensively
studied as for Ca K-edge. Existing literatures have reported very similar K K-edge spectra for
various minerals, in terms of the number of peaks and their positions. The spectra of leucite
[42], K2SiO3 [42], orthoclase [44] and K-micas [44] all exhibit two major absorption peaks in
the FMS, i.e. corresponding to the peak B and C in Figure 4a and 4b. The most significant
difference of the reported K K-edge spectra is the relative intensity of peak B and C. In
particular, peak B is comparable, or even more intensive than peak C when potassium is
coordinated by less than 8 oxygen atoms, e.g. in leucite and K2SiO3. Whereas peak C becomes
much more dominant when the K-O coordination number is higher than 10, e.g. in K-mica
minerals. Such a decreasing trend of intensity ratio between peak B and C, as a function of KO coordination number, is illustrated in Figure 4c. Note in these structures one or two firstshell O atoms might be located at significantly larger distances from the center K than the other
first-shell O atoms. We therefore count the first shell O with K-O distance longer than 3.4 Å
as 0.5 coordination number, with an error of ±0.5.
For ASR-related phases, the trend line suggests a coordination number of ~10 ± 1 for K in
crystalline ASR product. In the reported shlykovite structure [20], K is coordinated by 8-9 O
atoms from the 8-member silicate ring and two O from water in the main layer and the
interlayer, thus matching the intensity ratio of crystalline ASR products. This structure,
however, does not well explain the intensity ratio of shlykovite and SKC, where a coordination
number of ~9 is indicated by the trend line. This is very likely due to the splitting of peak C
that reduces its intensity. In fact, all of the published spectra exhibit a single peak C when there

is a single K cite in the structure. Therefore, the splitting peak C in shlykovite and SKC may
indicate presence of two distinct K environments. In the natural shlykovite sample from the
veins may contain intergrowth of cryptophyllite, where one half of K is 6-coordinated in the
interlayer and another half is coordinated identically as in shlykovite [20]. These interlayer K,
coordinated by less O atoms, may explain the splitting of peak C and the deviation from the
trend line. Meanwhile, we do have a clear clue about the splitting of peak C in SKC.
Lastly, the trend line in Figure 4c suggests a coordination number of ~8 ±1 for K in amorphous
ASR product and K_CSH. It has been proposed recently [45], that K K-edge XANES spectrum
of ASR product are similar to that of K2Si2O5 where K is coordinated by 7 O atoms [46]. It is
likely that the measured bulk sample in the published work [45] contains dominantly
amorphous product.

Na K-edge
As shown in Figure 5a, the Na K-edge spectra resemble the features of K K-edge, in terms of
the number and position of peaks. There are two dominating peaks (peak B and C) in the FMS
energy range (1070 – 1090 eV), and a few broad features (peak D and E) beyond that range. A
weak feature (peak A) is also observed at the rising part of the absorption edge. The Na K-edge
spectra of crystalline ASR product are identical among field samples from various sources.
This is consistent with the Ca and K K-edge results that the crystalline products in the field
samples are of highly comparable crystal structure, although they form in different concrete
mixtures under distinct temperature/moisture histories. This observation applies for amorphous
ASR product, as again confirmed by the similarity of Na K-edge spectra of amorphous regions
in different field samples.
Unlike the Ca and K spectra, the Na spectra of amorphous and crystalline regions are also
comparable with each other (transmission regions thus not determined). The minimal

difference is highlighted in the inset (red dashed square) in Figure 5a, that the position of peak
B of amorphous regions is ~0.1 eV lower than that of the crystalline regions, whereas the peak
C is ~0.2 eV higher. In addition, there seems to be a weak feature near 1092 eV (peak D) in the
spectra of amorphous regions, which is not observed for the crystalline regions. Such a
similarity implies that the crystal-chemical environmental of Na is similar in both crystalline
and amorphous regions.

Figure 5. Normalized XANES spectra at the Na K-edge: (a) data for the crystalline and
amorphous regions in the field samples; (b) comparisons between the field samples and the
reference phases. The spectra of halite, natron, albite and analcime are reproduced from
literature [47]. Their energy domain is calibrated by aligning the pre-edge peak A to the peak
A of the measured spectra here.
Reference spectra of Na-bearing minerals are plotted in Figure 5b, together with the spectra of
the field samples. Na K-edge spectra of Na-bearing minerals are not extensively reported, yet
the existing results indicate that the type of coordinating ligands is the most dominating factor
of the spectral features [47]. For example, the Na K-edge spectra of various pyroxenes,

amphiboles, feldspar and zeolites, where Na is coordinated by (Al, Si)O4 tetrahedra, are in
general very similar, particularly in the FMS range [47, 48]. Examples of albite (NaAlSi3O8)
and analcime (NaAlSi2O6·H2O) are shown in Figure 5b. In comparison, the spectra features
are clearly different when Na is coordinated by Cl- (halite) or CO32- (natron). The spectra of
both SNC and the field samples clearly exhibit the features of Na-bearing aluminosilicates in
the FMS range.
Among the spectra of various aluminosilicate minerals, the most noticeable change is the
relative intensity of peak B and C. However, the ratio is not tightly connected to the
coordination number as in the case of K K-edge. For example, Na is coordinated by six O atoms
in both albite and analcime but of different symmetry, yet peak C in analcime is more intensive
than peak B, but less intensive than peak B in albite. The symmetry of Na coordination
environment in most aluminosilicate minerals are poorly defined and thus difficult to quantify.
Therefore, it is not practical to further link the spectra features of Na K-edge with its
coordination environment in aluminosilicate. Nonetheless, the spectrum of mountainite
exhibits much stronger peak C than its peak B, whereas they are equally intensive for SNC
where Na is surrounded by the eight-member silicate ring. The peak B and C for the field
samples seem to exhibit an averaged feature of mountainite and SNC spectra, in terms of both
the relative intensities and the positions. This may suggest that Na in the field samples exists
in both the interlayer region and in the center of the silicate ring.

3.2 X-ray powder diffraction
The structure of the crystalline ASR product was further investigated by XRD (Figure 6a),
plotted together with the XRD of two lab samples (SKC and SNC) and a theoretically
calculated XRD of shlykovite. The XRD of SKC and SNC generally matches that of shlykovite,
indicating their comparable crystal structure with slight differences in the lattice parameters

[7]. The XRD of the crystalline field samples highly resemble each other, indicating a nearly
identical structure for crystalline products from different ASR-affected infrastructures (ES1
and Mels) and from different microscale locations (inside aggregates and inside pores of ES1).
In general, the XRD of the field samples match that of SKC and SNC, in terms of both the
positions and intensity distribution of the most resolved peaks. For example, they all exhibit a
dominant basal peak at the low-angle region (1/d < 0.1 Å-1), a clear peak at 1/d ~ 0.15 Å-1, a
group of diffraction peaks near 1/d ~ 0.29 Å-1 and 0.34 Å-1. At the high angle region, two
diffraction peaks (marked by red diamond in Figure 6a) are observed in the field samples but
not in SKC or SNC. The basal peaks in the field samples are clearly broadened compared with
the basal peaks in SKC, SNC and calculated shlykovite XRD, which could be explained by the
small crystallite size along the c-axis, i.e. perpendicular to the nano-plate. It may also be due
to a non-uniform deformation, such as a bending of the nano-platelets along the c-axis [49].

Figure 6. (a) XRD data for crystalline ASR products extracted from the field samples,
compared with the XRD of lab samples and the theoretically calculated XRD of shlykovite.

(b) The 2D raw diffraction image of ES1_agg, with the transmission beam masked by a
yellow circle. The red-dashed square is a magnification of the basal peaks range.

Some unique diffraction peaks are observed in the field samples. For example, the intensity
ratio between the doublet peaks at 1/d ~ 0.29 Å-1 (marked by red triangle in Figure 6a) varies
among different samples. The intensity of the right-hand-side peak in the doublet is higher in
ES1_agg, whereas significantly lower in Mels_pore. Unlike the single basal peak in lab
samples, multiple basal peaks are observed for the field samples at 1/d ranging from 0.06 to
0.13 Å-1, although they share the same dominant basal peak at d ~12.2 Å. The intensity of the
minor basal peaks also varies among different field samples. As shown in Figure 6a, the
ES1_agg has clear minor basal peaks at d ~13.4 Å, 10.6 Å, 9.6 Å and an insignificant peak at
8.6 Å. In ES1_pore, the peak at d ~13.4 Å becomes insignificant. In Mels_pore, all the minor
basal peaks become insignificant, yet a broad hump with 1/d ranging from 0.09 to 0.13 Å-1 and
a peak at d ~8.6 Å are observed. Such a multiple basal peak feature suggests that the crystalline
ASR products from the field do not have a unique single structure. Instead, it is a mixture of
several phases that share similar shlykovite-like layer structure, but with variable basal spacing
ranging from 8.5 Å to 13.5 Å. Such a variation in basal spacing is often observed for layer
silicates [50] and chain silicates [51] due to the change of interlayer water content.
Rietveld refinement was conducted to further investigate the crystal structure of the field
samples. As shown in the raw diffraction image of ES1_agg (Figure 6b), all the diffraction
rings have generally homogeneous intensity at all azimuthal angles, suggesting that the grains
are randomly oriented inside the chamber. Therefore, a random orientation was considered in
the refinement. In addition, to minimize the potential presence of multiple phases, the
Mels_pore was used for the detailed XRD analysis, as the minor basal peaks are less obvious
in Mels_pore than in the other field samples. The broad basal hump next to the dominant basal
peak was accounted by a background peak. Here, we intend to refine the shlykovite structure

in a stepwise way, with each step considering a crystal-chemical feature suggested by existing
results.
First, the XAS results strongly suggest that the Ca in field samples is in an identical
environment as in shlykovite; K may also exist in the same environment as in shlykovite,
whereas the location of Na is not confirmed. Accordingly, the Ca positions were constrained
to be identical to the one in shlykovite model. The K and Na were both fixed to the K position
in shlykovite, with partial occupancies being applied (0.7 for K and 0.3 for Na, according to
Table 1). The clear drift of the (002) peak indicates a smaller basal spacing in Mels_pore than
in shlykovite. Therefore, the interlayer region in Mels_pore model was modified to be ~1.2 Å
thinner than that of shlykovite. After considering these features, a theoretical XRD was
calculated as shown in Figure 7a Fit_1.

Figure 7. The Rietveld analysis of the ASR crystals from the field. (a) A stepwise refinement
of the XRD pattern. (b) A comparison between the crystal structure of natural shlykovite and
the field ASR crystal. The red, black, light blue, purple and yellow spheres are oxygen, water,
Ca, K and Na, respectively. The dashed spheres in shlykovite structure indicate the locations
where extra water molecules are placed as initial guess for the refinement. Dashed boxes
indicate the unit cell.

Despite the good match of the (002) basal peak, Fit_1 is clearly not a satisfactory fit for
Mels_pore in several aspects. For example, the (004) peak in Fit_1 is overwhelmingly strong,
whereas it is not observed in Mels_pore XRD. A set of peaks within 1/d = 0.2 - 0.26 Å-1 are
also not observed in Mels_pore, but clearly predicted by Fit_1 (red triangles in Figure 7a). The
strong diffraction at 1/d = 0.28 Å-1 is observed in Mels_pore (black arrow in Figure 7a), but
not in Fit_1. The relative intensities of the peaks with 1/d ranging from 0.32 to 0.36 Å-1 are
also not properly reproduced in Fit_1. This suggests that, a simple shortening of the interlayer
region of shlykovite is insufficient to describe the structure of ASR crystals from the field.
Other structural features need to be considered.
In the second step the lattice parameters were refined. The resulted a, b, c and β are 6.634(5)
Å, 6.513(5) Å, 23.37(3) Å and 85.3(5)°, deviate substantially from the lattice parameters of
shlykovite (a = 6.4897 Å, b = 6.9969 Å, c = 26.714 Å and β = 94.597°). Although constructed
of similar layer structure, the unit cell in the field samples is elongated along a-axis, but
shortened along b and c-axis. The β angle also decreases by ~9.2°, as illustrated in Figure 7b.
Such a significant shear may suggest a glide between the adjacent layer along the positive and
negative direction of a-axis. After refining the lattice parameters, the calculated XRD (Fit_2)
readily accounts for the major diffraction peaks of Mels_pore.
It is noticed that many diffraction peaks in Fit_2 seem broadened in Mels_pore. To account for
this difference, in the third refinement step the anisotropic crystallite size and microstrain was
refined. Furthermore, the (004) peak in Fit_2 is still very strong. Note that the (004) peak is an
allowed diffraction in the P21/c space group. Its absence, in contrast to the strong diffraction
of (002), indicates that there is likely a concentration of scatters in the center of each main layer.
Indeed the main layer region of shlykovite is much more porous compared with mountainite
and rhodesite where K and Na occupies the space between Ca atoms (Figure 1). Therefore, in
the third step, water molecules were placed in the center of every four adjacent Ca atoms, as

indicated by the dashed sphere in Figure 7b. Their occupancies and positions were refined.
Upon considering these features, the predicted XRD (Fit_3) is a better match of the Mels_pore.
Fit_3 addresses the positions and relative intensity of most diffractions, particularly those with
strong intensities. The refined amount extra water in the main layer is ~0.78 times the amount
of Si. The refined crystal structure is available in the supplementary material.
Apart from that, a clear diffraction peak is predicted at 1/d ~ 0.21 Å-1 in Fit_3 but not observed
in the experiment. The intensities of some minor peaks within 1/d = 0.28 - 0.36 Å-1 are still not
properly accounted in Fit_3. These are very likely due to the presence of a different structure
with smaller basal spacing in the Mels_pore sample, which contributes to the diffraction in this
range but not considered in the theoretical calculation. The variation of other atom positions,
such as Si, O, Ca, K and Na, were not refined here. The thermal displacement parameters were
fixed to their original values as in shlykovite (parameter of Na is from mountainite), without
being refined. These may all contribute to the mismatched intensity of minor peaks.

4. Discussion and conclusions
The extensive XAS analysis indicates that the various crystalline ASR products from concrete
infrastructure are composed of calcium potassium/sodium silicate layers which are structurally
highly comparable to the layers in the natural mineral shlykovite. This conclusion is also
strongly supported by our previous micro-Raman data [7, 10]. The XRD of the crystalline ASR
products from the field, however, can only be properly accounted for by the shlykovite model
after applying substantial structural modifications. For example, the interlayer distance of the
dominant phase in the field samples is ~1.1 Å shorter than in shlykovite. It may be even further
shortened as indicated by the minor basal peaks in ES1_agg and ES1_pore (Figure 7a). In
addition, the refinement of crystalline ASR samples from the field suggests a glide between
adjacent layers along the a-axis, which significantly reduces the β angle by ~9.2°compared

with shlykovite. In contrast, the lab-synthesized SKC has a unique basal spacing and its lattice
parameters are nearly identical to shlykovite.
The change in the interlayer water content has been well documented to account for the basal
spacing variation in many clay minerals [50, 52-54]. Since the chemical composition and
atomistic structure of various field ASR crystals are highly comparable, the basal spacing
variation may also suggest a change in the interlayer water content in the field ASR crystals.
Such a variation seems always accompanied by a change in the β angle. In the clay minerals
with swelling ability, the interlayer water content is dominated by the type and content of
interlayer cations [51, 54]. We currently have no data of the interlayer cation contents for ASR
crystals with different basal spacing, and thus cannot validate if the variation of interlayer
cation type/content is correlated to the changing basal spacing. Such data can be provided using
TEM-EDX measurement at the spatial resolution of a single (platy) crystal of crystalline ASR
product from the field.
On the other hand, since each main layer of the shlykovite structure is ~9.2 Å thick, the removal
of the interlayer water can hardly explain the basal peaks with d-spacings smaller than this
value. However, basal peaks with d < 9 Å are observed in Mels_pore (Figure 6a) in our previous
micro-XRD study [11] and in other reported data [9]. The shlykovite-like structural model
seems not able to explain this basal peak with d < 9 Å.
Although the variation of interlayer water content provides possible explanation to the variation
of the basal spacing in field ASR crystals, it is still unclear how the basal spacing is related to
the external relative humidity (R.H.). This is, however, critical to understand the expansion
mechanism of ASR degradation. The internal R.H. of concrete may range within 80% - 100%
in the first few weeks of hydration [55], and is rarely below 60% during its service life due to
the low permeability of concrete [56]. Future work is needed to investigate the water-uptake
behavior of field ASR crystals within this R.H. range.

Lastly, it should be noted that we intend to minimize the atom position refinement in the XRD
analysis here. We only refined the lattice parameters and a few confirmed crystal features to
obtain a satisfactory fit to the experimental XRD data. A complete atom position refinement is
more practical based on high resolution single phase XRD data. Considering the nanomorphology of the field samples, such data could be obtained on a carefully isolated single
piece of field ASR crystal, with a nano-focused X-ray beam. We hereby conclude our main
findings as follows.
1. Despite the difference in mixture design and exposure condition, the crystalline ASR
products from several affected concrete infrastructures are highly comparable, as indicated
by the nearly identical micro-XAS data at Ca, K and Na K-edge, and the XRD results. They
share a layer-silicate structure that resembles the shlykovite mineral – a monoclinic
structure with P21/c symmetry.
2. Despite the high similarity between the basic structural units (i.e. calcium
potassium/sodium silicate layers), field ASR crystals differ to the natural and labsynthesized shlykovite in the stacking behavior of these units. The basal spacing in the
crystalline product of field samples are highly variable, likely due to a variation in the
interlayer water content. The adjacent layers in the crystalline product of field samples may
glide along the b-axis, resulting in a clear change in the β angle.
3. The micro-XAS data at Ca and K K-edge indicate that the amorphous ASR product outside
the aggregate boundary is structurally similar to C-S-H.
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Appendix
Appendix Table 1. The energy scanning parameters for micro-XAS study, eV.
Ca K-edge

K K-edge

Na K-edge

Range

Step size

Range

Step size

Range

Step size

3980-4035

5.0

3520-3605

5.0

1000-1069

5

4035-4065

0.2

3605-3635

0.2

1069-1090

0.1

4065-4120

0.5

3635-3680

0.3

1090-1130

0.5

4120-4200

3.0

3680-3750

1.0

1130-1200

2.0
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